The Waichulis Form Box is an essential tool for use with the Ani Art Academies Core training program. Designed by Anthony Waichulis, the Waichulis Form box contains several basic geometric solids or forms that can be configured in various ways to compare and contrast the way light describes each. The manner in which light describes form will reveal how we may create a representation of that same form on a drawing or painting surface. Individual forms may be removed from the box for isolated study. If you do not have a Waichulis Form box you may wish to build your own from the plans shown here, or you may improvise to assemble something similar that will provide a close facsimile for use with the program. The forms for the original Waichulis Form Box are made using two part urethane casting resin. The resin forms a bright white polymer selected because of its excellent toughness, stability and ability to handle mild solvents. To ensure long use in classrooms a UV stabilizer is added to the resin. **UPDATE: Due to occasional inconsistencies in the casting of the Cylinder model, the casted Cylinder form has been replaced with a P.V.C. (Polyvinyl Chloride) plastic Cylinder model.**
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